
First Quarter Public Affairs 2017

Jewish Voice (Health): Jonathan Bernis and the Juice Lady discuss what types of Juice helps you lose weight and 
detox your body. 1/3/17, 9:00, 28:30

Time for Hope (Education): Freda Crews interviews Richardo Sanchez author of “It’s Not Over Yet”, about his 
experiences with moving forward after his son was left paralyzed in a freak swimming accident. 1/4/17, 15:00, 
28:30 

Real Women with Nike Adeyemi (Marriage): Nike Adeyemi explores the biblical reasons for marriage. 1/5/17, 
14:00, 28:30

Love a Child (education): Bobby and Sherry discuss the medical clinic they are holding near Hinche, Haiti and 
what the clinic means to the people it helps. 1/6/17, 15:00, 28:30

Life Today (Education): James and Betty Robison discuss the global food shortage and what one can do to help 
those affected by it. 1/9/17, 14:00, 28:30

Grace for Today (Education): Lawson Perdue discusses how to build relationships as dictated in the bible. 1/10/17, 
14:00, 28:30

The Jim Bakker Show (Education): Jim Bakker discusses the importance of his interview with Ronald Regan in 
1979 and what will happen after an EMP bomb goes off with Professor William Forstchen author of “The Final 
Day”. 1/11/17, 11:00, 28:30

Real Women with Nike Adeyemi (Marriage): Nike discusses marriage as an institute insisted by God and not by 
mankind. 1/12/17, 14:00, 28:30

Love a Child (Education): Bobby and Sherry discuss their feeding program that they hope to set up in a village near 
Deep Horse, Haiti. 1/13/17, 15:00, 28:30

Celebration (Finances): Joni and Marcus Lamb interview Gary and Drenda Keesee about their financial ministry.  
They also discuss how they help people get out of debt and invest their money to further the kingdom of god. 
1/16/17, 10:00, 58:30

Enjoying Everyday Life (Marriage): Giner Stache interviews Joyce Meyer about how to have longer lasting 
marriages. 1/17/16, 9:30, 28:30

Time for Hope (education): Freda Crew discusses how to revive America. 1/18/16, 15:00, 28:30

Real Women with Nike Adeyemi (Marriage): Nike discusses how to choose a husband based on biblical principles. 
1/19/17, 14:00, 28:30

Bill Winston (Finances): Bill Winston discusses who God supplies you’re with riches and financial blessings. 
1/20/17, 14:30, 28:30

Celebration (Church/Government issues): Marcus and Joni Lamb discuss Trumps inauguration and what he 
promises to do through a Christian view point. 1/23/17, 10:00, 58:30

Love a Child (Education):  Bobby and Sherry burnet discuss how they feed children in remote Haitian villages and 
provided the means to build a new orphanage. 1/24/17, 15:00, 28:30



The Jim Bakker Show (Education): Jim Bakker with special guests Carl Gallups and Zach Drew discuss how 
Trumps settlement policy is affecting Palestine, the increase in terrorism in America and the Russian voting scandal. 
1/25/17, 58:30

Today with Marilyn and Sarah (Finances): Marilyn and Sarah discuss financial blessings and how to get them with 
Joan Hunter. 1/26/17, 12:30, 28:30

Love a Child (Education): Bobby and Sherry share the plight of 25 kids needing help in a rundown orphanage in 
Haiti. 1/27/17, 15:00, 28:30

Life Today (Education): James and Betty Robinson discuss the current global draught and how it is affecting third 
word countries provide there people with food. 2/6/17, 14:00, 28:30

Love a Child (Education): Bobby and Sherry Burnett discuss the importance of Mud Cookies to the Haitian society 
and how to make them. 2/7/17, 15:00, 28:30

Today with Marilyn and Sarah (Health): Marilyn and Sarah discuss who to prevent fibroids and how to detoxify 
the liver with Dr. Bob, author of “Dr. Bob’s Guide to Prevent Surgery.” 2/8/17, 7:30, 28:30

Israel Now News (Education): This program focused on reporting how Iran’s missile testing will not go 
unanswered, the findings of Jewish roots on the temple mount and the halting of 221 million dollar American 
handout to the Palestinians by President Trump. 2/9/17, 11:00, 28:30

Today with Marilyn and Sarah (Health): Marilyn and Sarah discuess what a CBN blood test is, the effects of a 
compromised liver and the causes of snoring with Dr. Bob. 2/10/17, 7:30, 28:30

Today with Marilyn and Sarah (Health):  Marilyn and Sarah discuss the importance of sleep and the experiences 
Laura Harris Smith went through when she was diagnosed with renal failure. 2/13/17, 12:30, 28:30

Today with Marilyn and Sarah (Health): Marilyn and Sarah discuss using food for Medicine with Laura Harris 
Smith, author of “30 Day Faith Detox.” 2/14/17, 12:30, 28:30

The Jim Bakker Show (Education): Jim Bakker discusses the issues surrounding President Trump’s inauguration 
and the women’s march with Dr. Lance Wallnau, whose limo was torched by the mob of protesters in Washington.  
2/15/17, 11:00, 58:30

Life Today (Education): James and Betty Robison discuss the drought in Africa that’s causing Africans to go 
hungry. 2/16/17, 15:00, 28:30

This Is Your Day (Health): Benny Hinn and special guest Dr. Joel Wallach discuss how taking vitamins and 
minerals can provident known diseases such as heart, Alzheimer’s and cancer. 2/17/17, 8:30, 28:30

Life Today (Education):  James and Betty Robison discuss the draught in Africa and how they are making sure 
Africans get clean water and food. 2/20/17, 14:00, 28:30

Today with Marilyn and Sarah (Women’s Issues): Marilyn and Dr. Bob discuss how to balance female hormones 
naturally. 2/21/17, 7:30, 28:30

Walk in the Word (Marriage):  James McDonald discusses the biblical principle of Eros as it applies to marriage 
out of the book “The Song of Solomon.”  2/22/17, 8:00, 28:30



Life today (Education): James and Betty Robison discuss the world wide drought and its consequences on third 
world countries. 2/23/17, 15:00, 28:30

Walking in the Word (Sexuality): James McDonald discusses the importance of saving sex for after the marriage. 
2/24/17, 8:00, 28:30

Life Today (Education): James and Betty Robison discuss the drought and how it affects those who live in Africa. 
2/27/17, 14:00, 28:30

Love a Child (Education): Bobby and Sherry Burnett discuss how to create and maintain a rapid mobile health 
clinic in Haiti. 2/28/17, 15:00, 28:30

The Jim Bakker Show (Education): Jim Bakker and his guest Billye Brian discuss Trumps inauguration and the 
Tillerson hearing in the senate. 3/1/17, 11:00, 28:30

Today with Marilyn and Sarah (Education): Marilyn and Sarah discuss how to think yourself happy with Kristi 
Watts.  3/2/17, 7:30, 28:30

Love a Child (Education): Bobby and Sherry discuss putting on a mobile clinic to help voodoo people and 
Christians in Haiti. 3/3/17, 15:00, 28:30

Today with Marilyn and Sarah (Ocult): Marilyn and Sarah discuss how to interpret dreams and visions with Jane 
Harrison. 3/6/17, 7:30, 28:30

Fixing the Money Thing (Finances): Gary Keesee discusses taxes, the IRS and your money with an emphasis on 
the tax code not being fair with Dan Pilla. 3/7/17, 13:30, 28:30

Walk in the Word (Sexuality): James McDonald preaches about the biblical truth of homosexuality being bondage 
and the hope the bible gives for getting out of it. 3/8/17, 8:00, 28:30

Fixing the Money Thing (Finances): Gary Keesee with his special guest Dan Pilla discusses how to get tax 
amnesty from the IRS when you cannot pay your taxes. 3/9/17, 13:30, 28:30

Love a Child (Education): Bobby and Sherry Burnett discuss child sponsorship and how it changes Haitian lives. 
3/10/17, 15:00, 28:30

Love a child (Education): Bobby and Sherry discuss why child sponsorship is so important in Haiti. 3/13/17, 15:00, 
28:30

Jewish Voice (Occult): Rabbi Jack Zimmerman interviews Timothy Dailey about the paranormal activity in the Old 
Testament.  They also discuss are aliens and ghosts real and is a zombie apocalypse a possibility. 3/14/17, 9:00, 
28:30

Time for Hope (Education): Freda Crews discusses spiritual warfare and how to defeat Satan with Kyle Winkler. 
3/15/17, 15:00, 28:30

Real Women with Nike Adeyemi (Education): Nike Adeyemi discusses how to get self-esteem through getting to 
know yourself. 3/16/17, 14:00, 28:30

Love a Child (Education): Bobby and Sherry Burnett travel to Toutier, Haiti to distribute food in Haiti’s largest 
garbage dump. 3/17/17, 15:00, 28:30



Fixing the Money (Finances): Gary Keesee and Dan Pilla discuss how the IRS only gives penalties to people who 
are deliberately avoiding paying their taxes.  They also discuss what the first time penalty abatement policy is. 
3/20/17, 13:30, 28:30

Fixing the Money Thing (Finances): Gary Keesee and Dan Pilla discuss how to settle ones debt with the IRS for 
pennies on the dollar and how the Law of Regulations works.3/21/17, 13:30, 28:30

The Jim Bakker Show (Church-State issues):  Jim Bakker and John Storey discuss the current political defamation 
of President Trump by both Democrats and Republicans which is leaving America open to spiritual warfare and 
economic woe. 3/22/17, 11:00, 58:30

Real Woman with Nike Adeyemi (Women’s Issues): Nike Adeyemi discusses how to build one’s self-esteem 
through acts of kindness and by making others happy you can make yourself happy. 3/23/17, 14:00, 28:30


